DANIEL P. HUNTER
Technical Transformation Leader

“A visionary IT executive who sees around the corner
to recognize the value of new technologies.”

248-555-0791

Arjun Patel, Founder & CEO, AlphaTech, Inc.

dphunter@nomail.com

Technical trailblazer who separates hype from value
Core Strengths
Leading practical, cost-effective IT strategies to propel companies forward

Technical Strategy
Project Management



Designed global architecture and infrastructure for a company whose clients require
100% uptime for critical supply chain operations.

Infrastructure Planning
Budget Management
Cloud Infrastructure





Drove transformation and pioneered technologies that delivered measurable results –
including a 135% reduction in telecom costs and a 120% reduction in Internet costs.
Stabilized and updated global infrastructure for a global logistics company – cutting
outages by 80%.

Business Continuity
Emerging Technology
IT-Business Alignment
Global Team Leadership

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE
LOGICOM | Auburn Hills, MI | A global supply chain logistics provider serving high-profile, Fortune 500 clients.

2/2013 – Present

Global Director of Technology
Design robust, cost-effective infrastructure solutions and oversee IT architecture powering 100
facilities globally. Create vision to drive IT forward. Research new technologies and lead proofof-concept evaluations. Manage a $1.2M budget and team of six.


Modernized Data Center: Piloted the $5M build of a new data center with missioncritical recovery, redundancy, and 100% uptime. Project is now cited as one of the most
successful in company history.



Pioneered Logicom’s first cloud solution utilizing AWS to support China business.
Developed business case and championed concept to leadership. Drove automation for
cloud deployment.



Slashed backup-related service desk issues 99% by introducing a hyper-converged cloud
backup system. Piloted transformation company wide.
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XPR LOGISTICS | Atlanta, GA | A $4B international company that provides storage warehousing and logistics.

8/2011 – 1/2013

Manager, Enterprise Servers and Storage
Managed enterprise class servers and warehouse management systems to safeguard uptime at 250 global locations. Supervised
a geographically dispersed infrastructure team of 14. Directed technical architecture, strategic planning, vendor negotiations,
and a $1.8M budget. Provided high-level technical advice to leadership.


Stabilized outdated legacy infrastructure, reducing outages by 80%.



Spearheaded the research, design, and purchase of a new greenfield $2.5M
state-of-the-art, stable infrastructure – consolidating multiple data centers
and paving the way for growth.



Piloted the high-visibility design and deployment of a comprehensive server
and storage infrastructure for an automated warehouse – the most critical
project in the company.

“He has a true passion for
innovation and delivering the best
possible business value.”
Ben James, CIO, XPR Logistics

LOGICOM | Auburn Hills, MI | A $1.2B supply chain logistics provider with 100 global locations.

11/2004 – 8/2011

Manager, Enterprise Servers and Storage
Guided a team of five who provided systems engineering and administration for global enterprise infrastructure to ensure
uptime. Managed technical architecture, planning, vendor negotiations, and a $500K budget.


Unified international teams – formerly from three separate companies – to
work cohesively after an acquisition.



Orchestrated a global team in a refresh of an aging UNIX server and storage
infrastructure – improving speed, resiliency, and disaster recovery.



Designed and deployed server infrastructure to support global rollout of SAP
and WMS applications.

"Dan excels in evaluating
upcoming technologies,
separating the hype and focusing
on bringing true value to an
organization.”
Claude Cedars, CIO, Logicom

EARLY CAREER
Sr. UNIX System Administrator for Magna Donnelly Corp. – a Tier 1 Automotive Supplier

EDUCATION
MBA | Michigan State University—Eli Broad School of Management | Lansing, MI
Bachelor of Science (BS), Computer Science | University of Michigan | Ann Arbor, MI

TECHNICAL SYSTEMS OVERSIGHT
Platforms

Enterprise Systems

Infrastructure Design

VMware, AWS, Rubrik,
NetApp, 3PAR, SAP, UNIX, Linux,
Solaris, Citrix, Windows, macOS

Oracle
EDI
ERP

SQL
Progress
Informix
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Explanation of Project
Header Graphic & Design
After consulting with Daniel and reading his letters of recommendation, a clear theme emerged: Dan
was a visionary leader in technical transformation. With that in mind, I researched and curated the ideal
visual to tell his story. The lightbulb suggests ideas and innovation, the top of the bulb resembles a
globe, and smaller connected lights suggest connectivity. I designed the entire resume around this
graphic, using varying shades of blue. To create the illusion that the bulb was casting light down, I
ensured that all of the shadows in section headers and boxes were cast downward, and the brighter
highlights were at the top.
Under Dan’s name, I titled him as a Technical Transformation Leader. One of his most impressive letters
of recommendation came from a high-profile thought leader who has built multiple billion-dollar tech
companies. Since Arjan Patel (not his real name) is well known in technical circles, I featured his
testimonial at the top left of the resume, as part of the header graphic. This endorsement further
supports Dan’s reputation as a visionary.

Branding & Summary
There were two aspects to Dan’s brand. Yes, he was a technical trailblazer – but one who could evaluate
new technology and separate true value from hype. He also ensured that the technology was practical
and cost-effective. I created an arrow graphic to convey the benefit he offers, “to propel companies
forward.” I used a gradient to lighten the right side of the arrow to create the illusion that the bulb
brightened that area.

Experience
Rather than the generic “Experience” heading I used “Technical Leadership Experience” to further
reinforce his leadership skills.
One of Daniel’s largest projects was building a new data center, which produced a number of impressive
metrics. I created a graph of these results and matched it to the design of the resume.
As always, I used short paragraphs for Daniel’s job responsibilities and bullet points for his
accomplishments.
Dan had some additional letters of recommendation that spoke of his unique blend of innovation and
practicality. I placed those testimonials next to the appropriate position.

Outcome
Dan was thrilled with the resume. We used the same graphic for his LinkedIn profile banner for
consistent visual branding.
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